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Mission
The mission of the Educational
Empowerment Group is to promote
knowledge, wisdom and
understanding to all stakeholders that
empowers success in our global
society.

Vision
The vision of the Educational
Empowerment Group is to elevate the
experience for students and
stakeholders by positively changing
the landscape of charter school
education.

A Message from the CEO

Happy New Year! A new year is symbolic
of prosperity or a new start. The
beginning of a new year prompts many of
us to make resolutions to better ourselves
in various areas of our lives, embracing a
blank canvas before us. We realize our
intrinsic ability to paint the picture of what
we envision for our lives. However, the
lack of strategic planning can potentially derail the achievement of our
resolutions. In order to realize personal and professional success, consider the
following:

Goal Setting + Implementation of Action Steps = Success

The way to prosper in the new year is to set goals, formulate detailed action
steps and execute the plan. I am expecting our schools to prosper
academically this year. It is my hope that we increase academic performance
among our students on NWEA Map and STAR assessments, in addition to the
Ohio State Tests. I anticipate seeing growth on every school report card, and I
believe we can do it! We have a blueprint for success, and proper planning and
performance will yield favorable outcomes. This year is our opportunity to
demonstrate the capabilities of the students we serve. As a reminder, schools
will be held accountable for academic performances this year. I want to
motivate you as you motivate teachers and students to exert 100% effort to



prosper academically. Reset, refocus and foster the culture of achievement in
our schools. Prosperity is ours if we chase it!

                                                    Wendy Rydarowicz, Founder and CEO

Workforce Development

Students who attend EEG-managed high
schools not only graduate with a diploma;
they are prepared for life. EEG promotes
workforce development in all high schools.
Students have in their grasp training
programs which allow them to hone technical
career skills to compete globally.

Our Career Technical Education
programming not only prepares them for the
workforce, but also provides them with
industry credentials which place them on the
top of the list for employment upon
graduation. Our goal is to empower our
students by providing the training and skillset
which will be profitable for their lives. We are

manifesting the mission of fostering success in our global society. We currently
have school alumni actively working in careers with earned credentials from
the high schools they attended. Our students are exposed to careers in the
following areas: Construction, Electric, STNA, Media Arts, Culinary Arts,
Business, Early Childhood Education and Manufacturing. We are cultivating
success in our students which will positively reshape our communities.

IMPACT Solutions

Is your life stressful right now? The
Educational Empowerment Group
cares about the well-being of all
employees. We recognize that
traumas and challenges can deeply
affect our personal and professional
lives. Mental wellness directly
influences physical health and can
intensely impact your life emotionally, socially and economically. Therefore,
EEG offers an excellent Employee Assistance Program through IMPACT
Solutions which provides a range of resources. IMPACT Solutions offers the
following services:

Counseling
Mental Health Sessions
Life Coaching Sessions
Financial Consultations
Legal Consultation
Work-Life Resources and Referrals



Personal Assistant
Medical Advocacy

Take advantage of these services today. We are dedicated to contributing to
our team's overall health. Impact Solutions is open 24 hours a day. The contact
information is listed below:

IMPACT Solutions
800-227-6007
Visit: www.MyImpactSolution.com 
Code: eegeap

The House System
School Spotlight

School spirit exudes in
the halls of Cincinnati
Technology Academy
(CTA). The energy and
enthusiasm are

contagious, as the House System is interwoven into the fabric of the school.
The faculty, staff and students are owning positive behavior, and there is a
noticeable shift. Since CTA's implementation of the House System, the
students have coordinated a canned food drive and Christmas give-aways. The
houses are now preparing for Black History and Valentine's Day events.
Principal Brown is impressed with how students are working together to
complete projects. Students are excited to collaborate with others from
different houses to achieve a common goal. Keep going, CTA! You are making
a difference!

http://www.myimpactsolution.com
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